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OPEN

INT. -- DINER -- EVENING

MAX walks up to her table. It’s a couple on a date. The

couple are sitting opposite each other, but they aren’t

speaking. They’re both on their cell phones. One appears to

be playing Angry Birds while the other is apparently

texting.

MAX

Hey guys, I’m Max. It will be my

distinct displeasure of being your

waitress for this evening.

The couple ignores her.

MAX (CONT’D)

Hello?

The couple continue with their phones. Customer 1 becomes

excited when he knocks down a tower.

CUSTOMER 1

YES! (Looks up, obviously proud of

himself) I’ve been flinging birds

at that stupid tower for 3 days

now.

MAX is annoyed. Customer 2 still hasn’t looked up from her

phone and Customer 1 continues to fling birds.

MAX walks over to EARL.

MAX

Can you believe them?

EARL

Baby doll, just be glad they aren’t

carrying around those damn boom

boxes anymore. Them things were so

loud, I never could tell if I was

high or if the volume was just up

too loud.

MAX laughs.

MAX

Earl, was there ever a time you

weren’t working here?

(CONTINUED)
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EARL

I do not know, but the 60s were a

blur, so it’s possible. So were the

70s. And the 80s for that matter.

What decade is this again?

MAX

I don’t even think I know.

MAX walks back over to her table. The couple are still on

their phones.

MAX (CONT’D)

Okay folks, you have exactly 20

seconds to tell me your order

before I accidentally spill a

pitcher of questionable liquid on

your tables and your phones.

Both respond without looking up from their phones.

CUSTOMER 1

I’ll have tea and a burger.

CUSTOMER 2

I’ll have water and a turkey club

on wheat, no mayo.

MAX

I knew you could hear me.

MAX walks to the counter where CAROLINE is picking up her

order and HON is angrily staring at the customers 1 and 2.

MAX (CONT’D)

What’s the matter Hon? Did the

lunch rush get you all excited and

stopped up again?

HON rolls his eyes.

HON

No. I am getting tired of these

cellphones.

CAROLINE

Well HON, you could put a sign up

that asks them to turn them off.

MAX snorts

(CONTINUED)
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MAX

No one pays attention to those

signs. Besides, I can’t really

blame them. My cell phone is better

than a man too.

CAROLINE

I can’t believe you’d say that Max!

Human interaction is one of the

greatest gifts humanity has to

offer.

MAX

First of all, shut up. You sound

like a fortune cookie and it’s

making me hungry. Second of all,

I’m just saying that putting that

sucker of vibrate takes care of a

lot of sleepless nights.

End Open.

Theme music and credits.

ACT I

INT. -- DINER -- AFTERNOON

Caroline walks into the diner and appears confused.

MAX

Did you get stuck in the shower

again? I told you, you only repeat

once. Unless you’re broke like us

and then you only repeat once a

week.

CAROLINE

Oh ha ha. Very funny. For your

information, I know very well that

it’s just a marketing technique

used to make you use more shampoo.

OLEG pops his head out of the kitchen window.

OLEG

I know a place where you can lather

and repeat all night long. ... It’s

between my legs.

CAROLINE ignores his comment and grab her order pad to get

to work.

(CONTINUED)
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MAX

I’m disappointed Oleg, that’s not

your best work.

OLEG

I know. But I haven’t made one in a

while and it’s starting to make me

itchy.

MAX grins and walks away. CAROLINE is walking towards the

counter to turn in an order and stops her.

CAROLINE

Hey Max, do you know anything about

why our check was returned,

uncashed for the cupcake shop’s

rent this month?

MAX

What?! We’re out of money already?!

Damn the cupcake business is cut

throat.

CAROLINE

No no no no no! We’re fine. We have

several months of rent still. It’s

just, I was checking our account

and the rent check for this month

still hasn’t gone through. So I

went to the landlord to see what

the deal was and she said we were

already paid for this month.

MAX

So wait, you’re complaining because

we have extra money? You rich white

girls are so confusing sometimes.

MAX tries to walk away, but CAROLINE catches her and

continues to explain.

CAROLINE

No. I’m not complaining. I’m just

confused. If we didn’t pay the

rent, who did?

MAX

Look young padawan, this is the

poor world. And in the poor world,

when someone gives you money, you

don’t ask questions. You accept it

and you keep moving. If you

question it, they might change

their mind.

(CONTINUED)
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CAROLINE

Yeah but, don’t you want to say

thank you? I mean, that’s four

thousand dollars.

MAX

Yes but it’s not a requirement for

me to enjoy it. Besides, if they

wanted us to know, they would have

left a note. Maybe it was Sophie.

Maybe it was her Christmas gift to

us. She’s loaded. She can give

gifts like that, right? She gave us

the twenty thousand before. Maybe

four thousand is just chump change

for her.

CAROLINE

I guess so. That would make sense.

Before my father was in prison. We

would do things like that for his

employees all the time. Once, we

were able to renovate a guy’s house

and pay off the mortgage. I was the

most beautiful--

MAX interrupts.

MAX

Okay Ty Pennington, shut up and get

back to work. I don’t have time for

your charity stories right now. I’m

a walking charity case and it’s

starting to piss me off.

EXT. -- CUPCAKE SHOP -- AFTERNOON

ANDY and CAROLINE are alone in the shop front. MAX off

screen, is in the back making more cupcakes.

ANDY

So which of these do you recommend

most? And keep in mind, I’m a candy

man.

CAROLINE

(GIGGLING)

Well, I can recommend the firey

cinnamon explosion. It tastes just

like a fireball. And it’s a perfect

match for you.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDY

I think I’m already hot enough. I

don’t need a cupcake to remind me.

ANDY is clearly impressed by his own joke.

CAROLINE

That’s not the part I was referring

to.

CAROLINE winks at ANDY. ANDY blushes.

MAX (O.S.)

Guys, I’m still here. Like right

back here. As in, within earshot.

CAROLINE and ANDY look at each other for a second. CAROLINE

blushes. CAROLINE and ANDY burst into laughter.

ANDY

So you already have a man that

satisfies your every need. What

more could you possibly want,

right?

CAROLINE

I suppose. Where are you going with

this?

ANDY

Well, it’s December. Which means

Christmas is right around the

corner. And I’m wondering, what

does the Caroline Channing want for

Christmas?

CAROLINE

The Caroline Channing doesn’t want

anything.

ANDY is disappointed and comes around the counter to try and

make his offer more convincing.

ANDY

Come on, you have to give me

something to work with. I’m really

no good at this. Playing it off and

hoping I guess well isn’t a good

plan with me. I’m terrible at this.

You have to give me something to go

on.

CAROLINE stiffens as ANDY tries to persuade her.

(CONTINUED)
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CAROLINE

Drop it Andy. I don’t want to

discuss it anymore.

INT. -- CUPCAKE SHOP -- EVENING

MAX is alone in the shop. She’s sitting at a table, eating a

cupcake, and listening to Taylor Swift.

MAX

(SINGING ALONG)

I don’t know about you, But I’m

feelin’ 22. Everything will be

alright--

There’s a knock at the door. MAX is startled. She

immediately turns the music off and shoves the cupcake in

her mouth before answering the door. It’s a florist with a

delivery.

MAX

(WITH MOUTH FULL OF CUPCAKE)

Oh. Hello. ... I’ll give you

whatever you want if you never tell

anyone about this.

FLORIST

Umm. Look. I don’t even know what

you’re talking about. But I’m

running late and these needed to be

delivered. I’ll keep your secret if

you keep mine.

MAX

Deal. Except I don’t have any cash

for a tip... Do you accept

cupcakes?

FLORIST

I do now!

FLORIST leaves with cupcake and is very happy. MAX examines

the flowers for a second and then sets them on the counter.

MAX

(TO HERSELF)

I never thought it would be

possible, but Candy Andy may just

be cheesier than Caroline.



8.

INT. -- CUPCAKE SHOP -- MORNING

MAX is opening the shop alone. ANDY comes in to ask MAX

about CAROLINE’s weird attitude towards Christmas.

MAX

What’s up, Candy Andy?

ANDY

You do realize my name is just

Andy, right? No candy.

MAX

Don’t ruin what we have, man. It’s

special. It’s beautiful. It’s...

Wait, you did bring me Pixie

Sticks, right?

ANDY pulls out a zip-locked bag full of Pixie Sticks and

hands them to MAX.

MAX (CONT’D)

You are a knight is shining armor.

ANDY

You only want me for my candy.

MAX

Duh. ... Now why are you here?

MAX opens the bag and begins dumping the pixie dust into her

mouth.

ANDY

It’s about Caroline. She’s being so

weird about Christmas. I love

Christmas and it just seems like

such a Caroline holiday. I can’t

understand why she’s so down on it.

MAX takes a minute to swallow. ANDY is amused.

MAX

Look, candyman, Caroline came from

fortune and fame and now she’s

living is what used to be her idea

of doom and shame. Last year

Christmas wasn’t so great to her

and I’m sure this year she’s just

not getting her hopes up. Believe

me, Christmas is definitely a

Caroline holiday.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDY

That makes sense. So how can I make

this Christmas special?

MAX

I’m willing to bet something to do

with whatever was going on with the

cinnamon cupcakes yesterday would

be a crowd pleaser.

ANDY

Oh. It is.

ANDY poses triumphantly for a second.

ANDY

But I want to do something more. I

want to give her something she’ll

never forget. Something that will

make Christmas okay again.

CAROLINE walks in. ANDY and MAX go silent and stare at her

like a deer caught in headlights.

CAROLINE

What? ... Is everything okay?

ANDY

(TOGETHER)

Fine. Everything’s fine.

MAX

(TOGETHER)

Fine. Everything’s fine.

CAROLINE

That’s not suspicious at all...

CAROLINE walks to the back to put her stuff away. MAX and

ANDY stare at her as she walks. As soon as she’s out of the

room, ANDY leans over the counter to whisper to MAX.

ANDY

You have to help me thing of

something for Caroline!

MAX

You know my demands.

ANDY pulls out another zip-locked bag full of Pixie Sticks

and hands them to MAX.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDY

I came prepared.

MAX

I’ll see what I can do.

CAROLINE walks back into the shop front area. ANDY kisses

her and then leaves.

CAROLINE

What was that about?

MAX

You know how candymen are. They’re

so weird and trippy.

SOPHIE enters the shop with OLEG in tow. They are carrying

big boxes obviously full of Christmas decorations.

CAROLINE

Oh no. No Sophie. You didn’t ask

and this is not okay.

SOPHIE

I do not have to ask. I am a silent

partner. I work in silence.

MAX

Caroline is right, Sophie. You

didn’t ask and I don’t think we’re

really that kind of place.

OLEG

What do you you mean, that kind of

place? The diner has decorations.

If the diner can do it, so can you.

SOPHIE

(TO OLEG)

Thank you babe, but I have this

one. (TO GIRLS) You don’t have to

do anything. We will put it up.

MAX

It’s not about the work. It’s more

about...

CAROLINE

(INTERRUPTING MAX)

We just don’t want them okay

Sophie? So please don’t put them

up. If we change our minds, we’ll

call you.

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIE

Fine. But know that I do not give

up so easily.

SOPHIE and OLEG exit with the boxes.

END ACT I

ACT II

EXT. -- WILLIAMSBURG STORE FRONTS -- AFTERNOON

ANDY is dragging MAX along store fronts to find the perfect

gift for CAROLINE. They have been at this for a while now

and still nothing. The streets are crowded. They are both

tired.

MAX

(POINTS TO STOREFRONT WINDOW)

What about this?

ANDY

I don’t know, Max. Are you guys in

the market for a new toilet?

MAX

Oh. ... Maybe. You never know. That

could be just what the doctor

ordered!

ANDY gives MAX a look of annoyance.

MAX (CONT’D)

Okay, fine. Not the toilet. But you

have to pick something. If you

don’t, Caroline will break up with

you and you’ll stop giving me Pixie

Sticks for free.

ANDY

Oh good. I’m glad your main concern

is your powdered sugar supply.

MAX

Hey! I have other concerns. I’m

just too tired to think about them.

Also, Pixie Sticks are so much more

than powdered sugar and you know

it!

ANDY nods. The two continue down the street in silence.

(CONTINUED)
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MAX (CONT’D)

You know, dude. You don’t have to

try so hard. She’s really crazy

about you.

ANDY

I know. But I want to. I want her

to feel like the princess she used

to be.

MAX

Okay, but dude. You sent her

flowers while you guys were on a

date. I mean, that’s pushing it.

Even for Caroline.

ANDY

No I didn’t.

MAX

Yes you did. They arrived right

before close, last night.

ANDY

No I didn’t, Max. Those flowers

weren’t from me. ... Were they

addressed to Caroline? Is she

seeing another man? What’s--

MAX

(INTERRUPTING)

Calm down dude! I didn’t read the

card, I just assumed they were for

her. Maybe they were to the both of

us. They were sent to the shop, not

the apartment.

ANDY takes a deep breath and calms himself. MAX is slightly

amused by ANDY’s apparent jealousy.

ANDY

Well obviously this isn’t happening

today. Maybe we should just call

it.

MAX

I wouldn’t be so hasty. What about

that?

MAX points off screen. ANDY’s eyes widen.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDY

Max! That’s perfect!

INT. -- CUPCAKE SHOP -- MORNING

MAX and CAROLINE arrive at the cupcake shop to open

together. MAX walks in first and stops. CAROLINE runs into

MAX. The girls are in stunned silence as they take in the

Christmas wonderland that their cupcake shop has become.

CAROLINE

Am I...? (TRAILS OFF)

MAX

Nope.

CAROLINE

Did you...? (TRAILS OFF)

MAX

Nu-uh.

The girls move further into the shop, staring at all the

decorations.

CAROLINE

(TOGETHER)

Sophie.

MAX

(TOGETHER)

Sophie.

CAROLINE

But we told her not to do this.

MAX

And she didn’t listen.

CAROLINE stops staring and walks to the back to put her

stuff away. On her way back to the store front, she

discovers a bouquet of Pixie Sticks for MAX with wrappings

from ANDY’s shop.

CAROLINE

Have you talked to Andy recently?

MAX

Umm, no. Not really. Why?

(CONTINUED)
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CAROLINE

Just wondering. He’s been acting

really weird.

MAX is obviously uncomfortable with the topic and remains

silent while CAROLINE watches her reaction.

CAROLINE (CONT’D)

You have too, for that matter.

MAX

Me? ... What? ... Pfft! ... No! ...

Me? ... No!

CAROLINE

Yes you have. You’re acting weird

now.

MAX

No I’m not. You’re the one being

weird! You have a boyfriend this

Christmas as I sit, alone, trying

to pass of plain rum as eggnog and

call myself festive and you’re

questioning everyone.

MAX straightens up and joins CAROLINE behind the counter.

MAX (CONT’D)

Now. What do you want to do about

our own personal Santa’s Workshop?

CAROLINE

Well, we need to get Sophie down

here. She’s got to know that this

isn’t okay. Also, we’ve got to get

her to return her key. I assume she

made a spare. How else would she

have gotten in here?

MAX

You really think the only way into

a building in through an unlocked

door?

CAROLINE

Okay, we’ll cover that too. No

breaking in.

CAROLINE pulls out her cell phone and calls SOPHIE with

facetime. SOPHIE answers.

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIE

I see you found my little Christmas

surprise, ladies!

CAROLINE

Yeah, but Sophie, we specifically

asked you not to do this.

MAX

We appreciate what you were trying

to do, but this is our shop. You

can’t just go around doing stuff

like this.

SOPHIE

You ladies don’t like my Christmas

present to you? Are you really this

ungrateful?

CAROLINE

No! We loved your Christmas present

to us!

MAX

We just don’t like your Christmas

decorations all over us.

SOPHIE

But that was my Christmas present.

CAROLINE

No it wasn’t. You paid our rent for

this month, remember?

MAX

Didn’t you?

SOPHIE laughs hysterically. The girls look at each other,

confused.

SOPHIE

Why would I pay your rent? Is

twenty thousand dollars not enough

for you? Now I have to manage your

business too?

CAROLINE

No. We just thought that... (TRAILS

OFF)

MAX

So you absolutely did not pay this

month’s rent for the shop?

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIE starts laughing even harder.

CAROLINE

(TO MAX)

Then who did?

MAX

(TO CAROLINE)

We’ve been over this before. Stop

asking questions and accept that it

happened.(TO SOPHIE) Thanks Sophie.

Sorry for the confusion.

CAROLINE hangs up the phone.

END ACT II

ACT III

INT. -- APARTMENT -- MORNING

MAX is running late for work. She is frantically getting

ready and trying to get out the door. There’s a knock at the

door.

MAX

Please go away. Please go away.

Please go away.

The knocking continues.

MAX (CONT’D)

Okay fine. But you are so giving me

a ride to work. Or in bed. I’m not

picky.

ANDY is at the door.

ANDY

I think we should stick with the

ride to work.

MAX

Agreed. What do you want? I’m

running late.

ANDY

I got Caroline’s gift. When do you

think I should give it to her?

(CONTINUED)
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MAX

Umm. I know this is a bit of a

stretch, but since it’s a Christmas

gift, maybe, oh, I don’t know...

Christmas.

ANDY

That is perfect!

MAX is amused by ANDY’s excitement.

MAX

Hey. Why did you send me more Pixie

Sticks?

ANDY

Oh. You mean the bouquet?

MAX

Yeah. And why so fancy? Usually you

just deliver the goods in a

zip-locked bag.

ANDY

I filled the order, but I didn’t

send them to you. Someone sent them

to you.

MAX

Who?! Who?! Who?!

MAX jumps up and down from excitement. ANDY is shocked by

the sudden display of emotion from MAX.

ANDY

I’m sorry. I can’t tell.

MAX

Tell me now!

ANDY

Sorry. Candyman, customer

confidentiality. Unless they’re

dead, my lips are sealed.

MAX

I will not be bamboozled!

ANDY

If it helps, I think you’ll find

out soon.

MAX stops pestering ANDY for answers and returns to getting

ready.

(CONTINUED)
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MAX

Whatever. I don’t care so much. Oh,

but hey. I think Caroline has

noticed you hanging out with me.

And I think she doesn’t like it.

ANDY

Did you tell her why?!

MAX

No! Why would I?

ANDY

Just checking. ... Are you ready.

MAX

Almost. Just let me make sure the

horse is taken care of.

ANDY

I don’t think I’ll ever get used to

you guys having a horse.

CHESTNUT steps into the kitchen. ANDY is caught off guard by

the horse’s presence.

ANDY (CONT’D)

Nope. Definitely not.

INT. -- DINER -- AFTERNOON

HON is at the cash register, complaining to EARL about MAX’s

tardiness. MAX walks in. EARL motions to her to be quiet and

sneak in. MAX creeps along the back wall and into the

restroom.

HON

I’m telling you, these girls don’t

respect me. Nobody respects me.

EARL

Hon, you do realize you’re

complaining to a black man who

lived through the sixties in

America about respect?

HON

Sorry Earl.

EARL

That’s what I thought.

(CONTINUED)
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MAX walks out from the restrooms with gloves on as if she’d

been cleaning this whole time.

MAX

Hon, how many times do I have to

ask you to stop letting the

hipsters invade? They sit here for

8 hours using our wifi, only

ordering coffee. No one drinks

coffee for 8 hours without stopping

up a toilet and then I have to

clean it up.

HON

Where have you been?! I know you

weren’t in the restroom a minute

ago. I checked.

MAX

Oh, was that you? I thought the rat

that lives in the pipes was angry.

HON gives up and goes back behind the counter.

EARL

Where you been, girl? That man’s

been talking my ear off for the

past hour.

MAX

So should I just call you "L" from

now on? Get it? Because your name

is "Earl" except Hon talked your

"Ear" off so all that’s left is the

"L."

EARL shakes his head.

EARL

They do not pay me enough to deal

with this.

MAX

Oh come on Earl, you know that was

just cheesy enough to be funny.

EARL

Okay, but just because you have

that fancy new shop doesn’t mean

you can be slacking off here.

(CONTINUED)
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MAX

You know I would never slack off on

you. I was running late this

morning, already, and then

Caroline’s man candy showed up and

I had to deal with him.

MAX runs to the back to put away the restroom cleaning

equipment and returns to work. HON is sitting at the front

counter. He is upset about something and pouting.

MAX (CONT’D)

Hon, what’s wrong? You look like

someone knocked over your ice cream

cone.

HON

It’s Christmas and everyone gets

gifts but me.

MAX

What do you mean? I don’t get

gifts.

HON

Yes you do. And Caroline has her

boyfriend to give her gifts. And

Oleg has Sophie to give him gifts.

Earl has kids that sometimes

remember him. But I get nothing.

MAX

First of all, I do not get gifts.

Second of all, your family doesn’t

celebrate Christmas. Your family is

Buddhist.

HON

Yes you do. There’s a package for

you behind the counter.

MAX runs to find the package.

HON (CONT’D)

Also, sometimes I just want to be

included!

MAX finds the package and tears it open. It’s a canvas

painting of the silhouette of her and JOHNNY kissing like

the one that was destroyed during last season. MAX is in

shock and stares at the painting.

(CONTINUED)
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MAX

Who brought this?

HON

I don’t know. It was waiting for

you when I came to open the diner.

There was this attached.

HON hands MAX an envelope. MAX opens it. It’s a napkin with

a sketch and a yo’ mama joke.

MAX

(READING THE NAPKIN)

Yo’ mama so poor, she can’t even

pay attention.

HON

What did you say about my mama?!

MAX

No! Here. Look.

MAX hands HON the napkin. HON reads it.

HON

I’m confused. This is a gift,

right? From someone you like?

MAX smiles to herself.

MAX

Yes.

MAX grabs the painting heads for the door.

MAX (CONT’D)

I’ll be back later. I have to check

on something.

HON yells after her to stay, but she is already out the

door.

INT. -- CUPCAKE SHOP -- AFTERNOON

CAROLINE is running the cupcake shop alone while MAX works

at the diner. She is arranging cupcake samples on a platter

when ANDY drops in to say hi.

CAROLINE

I’m sorry to disappoint you, but

Max isn’t here.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDY

Why would that disappoint me?

CAROLINE

She’s the one you spend all your

time with now, right? She’s the one

you make Pixie Stick bouquets for.

ANDY

I think I’m confused... Are you

upset with me?

CAROLINE

Ding! Ding! Ding! We have a winner!

ANDY

Okay. You’re upset with me for

spending time with Max?

CAROLINE

Look at that folks, he’s on a roll.

ANDY

Why are you upset about me hanging

out with Max?

CAROLINE stops arranging cupcakes and walks around the

counter. ANDY pulls out a chair for her. She rolls her eyes

at him in frustration. If he’s acting so cute it will be

that much harder to chew him out.

CAROLINE

I’m upset because I thought we were

exclusive.

ANDY

Wait! Woah! Hold on a minute. What

makes you think we aren’t

exclusive?

CAROLINE

Andy, dating both Max and I does

not count as exclusive. That’s the

very opposite of exclusive.

ANDY

Did Max tell you that?

CAROLINE

No. But it was easy enough to

guess. You’ve both been sneaking

around and whenever I walk into a

room the two of you are alone in,

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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CAROLINE (cont’d)
it gets very quiet and very

awkward. I’m not dumb.

ANDY

No! Of course you’re not dumb! But

you do have this whole situation

wrong.

CAROLINE

Oh really?! Neither of you will

answer my questions directly!

ANDY

Ask me any question. I will answer

it completely honestly right now.

CAROLINE pauses for a moment, afraid of what the answer to

her question will be. She looks anywhere but his eyes as she

asks.

CAROLINE

Are you seeing Max on the side?

ANDY reaches across the table and coaxes her to look at him.

ANDY

Look at me. ... I am not seeing

anyone on the side. Especially not

Max.

CAROLINE breathes a sigh of relief.

CAROLINE

Then what have the two of you been

doing? You’ve been so secretive.

When my father was being secretive,

I always knew he was doing

something wrong.

ANDY laughs and reaches into his jacket. He pulls out a

small, Christmas, gift bag.

ANDY

We were trying to figure out the

perfect Christmas present for you.

CAROLINE

I told you I didn’t want anything!

ANDY

And I didn’t listen. Just open it.

(CONTINUED)
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CAROLINE opens the gift. It’s a weekend get-away to the

Hamptons for two for New Year’s Eve.

CAROLINE

Oh Andy! It’s perfect! I’m so

sorry!

ANDY

Me too.

ANDY pulls CAROLINE’s face to his and kisses her over the

table.

INT. -- APARTMENT -- AFTERNOON

MAX walks into the apartment. She shuts the door behind her

and stands there for a second, processing. She walks further

into the apartment and sets the painting and the sketch

down. MAX goes through the apartment, gathering the gifts

that have turned up over the past few days and puts them all

on the coffee table. Her phone rings. It’s Caroline on

facetime.

MAX

I’m kinda busy right now. What do

you want?

CAROLINE

Why aren’t you at work?

MAX

Did you call for a purpose or did

you just feel like pissing me off.

CAROLINE

Woah! Chill. I just wanted to call

and say thank you for helping my

precious man find the perfect gift.

MAX

No problem. Is that all?

CAROLINE

No, actually,

CAROLINE searches for something.

CAROLINE (CONT’D)

This was left by our landlord. It’s

a note that was apparently left by

whoever paid our rent.

(CONTINUED)
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MAX

So?

CAROLINE

It’s addressed to you. Do you want

me to open it?

MAX

Sure.

CAROLINE opens the letter. She laughs.

MAX (CONT’D)

Let me guess, it’s a sketch and a

yo’ mama joke?

CAROLINE

Yeah. How’d you know? ... Wait.

Isn’t that--

MAX

(INTERRUPTING)

Yes.

CAROLINE

So does that mean he--

MAX

(INTERRUPTING)

Yup.

CAROLINE

But have you talked to him since--

MAX

(INTERRUPTING)

Nope.

CAROLINE

So what does it all--

MAX

(INTERRUPTING)

I have no idea. Anything else?

CAROLINE

Ohmygod! Max! Do you want to talk

about it?

MAX

Not even a little bit. Bye

Caroline.

CAROLINE tries to protest but MAX presses "END."

(CONTINUED)
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All of the gifts are sitting on the table in front of her.

She rips the cellophane off the Pixie Stick bouquet and lets

them all fall. There’s a napkin with another sketch and a

joke. She dumps the flowers on to the floor and finds one

with a napkin wrapped around its stalk with a sketch and

joke.

There’s a knock at the door. MAX doesn’t hear it the first

time. She’s too enthralled with her discoveries.

They knock again. This startles MAX. She gets up off the

couch, still staring at the gifts and the sketches. When she

opens the door, JOHNNY is standing there.

JOHNNY

I’m sorry.

JOHNNY pulls MAX in and kisses her.

END ACT III

CUPCAKE BUDGET: $5,328

Roll Credits.


